
Neo 2016 Disc brake upgrade with series 2 caliper.

This brake system comprises ratchet type levers with cables operating
brake calipers similar to those used in mountain bikes the brake pads grip on 
140 mm floating discs,and are much more effective than old style drum 
brakes.

The installation uses calipers which are handed left and right, all other parts 
are used in  both sides for fitting.
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It is expected that some adjustment of the brakes may become necessary as
time goes by.

If the ratchet levers can be pulled up any further than the second step on the 
ratchet lever, the brakes need adjusting.

The cables have adjustment for only minor changes, to adjust the brakes 
there is an adjuster screw in the centre of the caliper on the opposite side to 
the operating arm, access is through the spokes of the wheel.
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To take up any pad wear the following sequence should be carried out with 
the cable adjusters screwed in and the cable clamps in the factory position
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Step 1:
Loosen the two caliper mounting post screws (5mm allen key) this allows the 
caliper to float.
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Step 2: 
Use a 5 mm allen key in the centre adjuster screw to adjust the brakes clock-
wise will tighten the cable and anti-clockwise will allow more lever movement

Set the ratchet lever to lock on the first step.
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Step 3: 
When the desired position has been reached re-tighten the 5mm caliper 
mounting post screws with the ratchet lever still on the first step, this se-
quence re-centers the caliper on the disc and ensures the disc runs through 
the caliper without binding. Repeat this step as needed.

Check that the wheel spins without binding & locks on the first ratchet step.
Don’t make it so only a gorilla can operate them! These brakes lock very well 
with light lever pressure compared to old drum brakes.

In addition to centering the calipers, the discs are floating to allow them to run
through the caliper without binding the 6 m5 nylock nuts are tightened up 
against a shoulder allowing the disc to float on its mounting.

So wobbly, loose looking discs are OK!

Should you have to remove the caliper from its mounting plate for any reason 
(like a wheel change) take note of the position of the two washers as leaving 
them out may make the brakes bind.

All new Disc brake setups are OK to retro fit to all earlier Neo wheelbases
supplied since the beginning of production, you will need wheel/brake/cable 
&lever assembles left & Right complete to swap over, the part number for this
is ROL10DB.
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